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Representative systems arc hierarchical aggregati,,r ~he~-nes that are appli..'able in social 
choice theory, multiattribute decision making, and I the study of three-valt+ed logics. For 
example, many procedure:~ for voting on issues--their, ing simple majority votin:~ and weighted 
voting--can be characterized asrepresentative system . Such ~ystems also includt: procedures in
which vote o~tcomes of constituencies are treated as votes in a higher level of an election 
syste~ The general form of a repr;'sentative system consists of a "supreme council" which 
aggregates vote outcomes of second;lry councils, which in turn aggregate vote outcomes of 
tertiary councils, and so forth. 
An p-variabie representative system maps n-tuples of l's. 0's and - l ' s  into { l ,0 . - l}  
through a nested hierarchy of sig~l functions. The height of a representative system is t[~e fewest 
number of hierarchical ievels thai are ne.-~ded tocharacteri::e the system. ?he height p.(n) of all 
n-variable representative systems i the "argest keight of such systems. It was shown prev~gusly 
that /.t(n)~ < n - l  for air positive integer,~ n and that /.t(n)= n -1  for n from 1 to 4 inclusive. 
The present paper proves that /z(5)= pA6)= 4 and that ~(n)<~ n-  2 for all n ~, 6. The height 
function p. is k~own to be urbouuded. 
1. Introduction an,d smnm~y 
This  paper  resoNes  several  quest ions  ra ised in [1] about  he ights  of repre~,:nta-  
t i re  systems. We recal l  that  the set ~ of al l  n -var iab le  representat ive  systems is 
the un ion of ~ ~ver m = 0, 1 . . . .  ~vhere each 9~ is a set of funct ions from 
~ = {1, 0 , -  1}" into { 1, 0, -1} .  Wi th  S~ :~,~ --> {1, 0, -1}  such ~hat St(D)= D~ for 
al l  D = (Dx . . . . .  E r , . )~, ,  ~ = {S l , . . . ,  S,,}. Successive sets ~,7, arc: definecl re- 
curs ively  with the i~se of a s ign funct ion s where ,  for any real  vector  (a~ . . . . .  aT), 
s(a~ . . . . .  a t )  = 1, 0 or  - I  accore ing  to whether  ~ a, is posit ive,  zero or  negat ive ,  
and, for any sequence  (G~ . . . . .  Gr )  of funct ions f rom @, into the real  numbers ,  
s(Gt . . . .  ,Gr )  is the funct ion I ron ~,  into {1 ,0 , -1}  for which s(G~ . . . . .  
GT)(D)  = s(G: (D) , . . . ,  G.r(D)) for a:~ D~, .  Beg inn ing  at ~g,  we def ine 
~7,~+~ = {s(p~F~ . . . . .  ~h-Fr): 9 ,  ~ {1, 0 , -1} IT  is a pos i t ive integer ,  F, 
~;"  and p, ~ {0, 1, 2 , . . .}  for t = 1 . . . . .  T~ and ~ A "> 0}, 
for  m = 0, 1 . . . . .  
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~,epresentative systems, which were investigated originally by Murakami [2], 
are thus hierarchical aggregation schemes which map inputs in {1, 0 , -1} from n 
individuals or factors into a collective value in the same set. They range from the 
~imple "dictatorial" projections in ~], through the linear systems of the form 
s(¢~Si,... ~ p,,S,) in ~7, to more complex schemes, with ~ ~9~' c~.  ~.  • • in all 
cases. Three e×ampb~s: each i from 1 to n represents a voter who votes for 
(D~ = 1), against (1)~ =-1)  or abstains (D~ =0) on a given issue with F(D) for 
F~"  equal to 1, 0 or - I  according to whether the issue passes, is left 
unresolved, or is defeated; each i represents a criterion or attribute in a multiat- 
tribute decision situation with D~ equal to 1, 0 and --1 for a given alternative 
depending on whether the decision maker considezs the alternative good, indiffer- 
ent or bad wi~h respect to criterion i, and with F(D) equal to 1, 0 or -1  according 
to whether he considers; the alternative acceptable, borderline or unacceptable in 
a holisfic sense; each i denotes a proposition that may be true (D~---1), 
uncertain/ambiguous (D~=0) or false (D~=--1) in a given context with 
F(D~, . . . ,  19,) the overall truth value assigned to the n-tuple of truth values for 
the individual propositions. 
The height ~(F) of F~ ~"  is the smallest m for wh .~ ~ ~ ~, ,  so that ~(F) = m 
if and only if F can be characterize,al by m but no ft hierarchical levels. The 
height ~(n) of ~" is the largest /~(F) for Fs  ~", or e ~ , alently, the smallest m 
for which ~=~".  The principal results in ~I] say ~ ,~ / . t (n j=n-1  for n~ 
{:[, 2, 3.4}, tbat tzC, n)~ < n -  ~ for all positive integers n, an~ that /~ is unbounded 
above. In addition, it was noted that t~(5)~{3, 4} and t~(6)~ {4, 5} although the 
exact values of /~(5) arid t~(6) were not determined. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to prove that ~(5)= ix(6)=4. A 
corollary of this result ie that/~ does not grow linearly in n. In addition, we shall 
note that ~z(n)~< n-  2 for ail n ~ 6. Another open problem from [1] that will not 
be addressed here is tte general behavior of ~t(n)/n as n gets large. 
An example to establish p.(5) = 4 is given in the next section. Sections 3 and 4 
then derive additional results for n --- 4 and n = 5 respectively that are of some 
interest in their own right but are given here mainly because of their usefulness in
provi~ag /~(6)= 4. The latter proof appears in Section 5, and the paper concludes 
with a demonstration that i-~(n)~ n -2  for n ~6.  
Because this paper is a natural sequel of [1], its lemmas and theorems will be 
numbered in continuation from [1]. Thus, since [.emma 14 is the final lemma in 
[1], the first new lemma here will be Lemma 15. The main results from [1] thai 
will be used later are summarized as follows. A ,;ubset @ in @, is said to satisfy 
Property P if and only if for every D, E~ there is an i~{1 . . . . .  n} such that 
D,+E~>0. Every representative system F~"  is monotonic (D>~E--:> 
F(D)~F(E)),  unanimous and dual (F(1 . . . . .  1)= 1 and F( -D)=-F(D) ) ,  and 
satisfies a dual partition condition oted in [1] that is based on Property P. We 
shall need ~he follow,ng: 
Lemma 5. If 0c.~_c@, and ~ satisfies Property P, then there is an F ~ ~+~ with 
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F(D)= 1 for all 1 . )~ if and only if for every non-empty finite sequence 
D ~ . . . . .  D ~: of terms from ~ there is a Gs~,~, for wh~ich Y~ G(Dk)>0,  
Theorem l (b ) .  / z (n )>m+l  /f there is a non-empty finite sequence E ~ . . . . .  E '~ 
from ~ such that {E ~ . . . . .  E~'}U{-E  ~ . . . . .  -E  M} can be partitioned into dual 
s~,bsets ~ and -~ each of which satisfies Property P, and ~=~ F( /z~)<0 for all 
F~,7 , .  
Theorem 2. I f  every non-empty finite sequence D ) . . . . .  D ~ from I~,~ for which 
{D t . . . . .  D ~:} satisfies Property P has a G~' ,~ for which ~kG(Dk)>0,  then 
Iz(n) <~ m + 2. 
Lemma 11.  If 0 c ~ ~ ~3, ~ satisfies Property and some i e { 1, 2, 3~ has D~ ~ 0 
for all D e ~, then some F ~ ~ has F(D)= 1 ~ <ill D e @. 
Lena  14. I f  0~_~ and ~ satisfies t5"ope','y P, then some Fe~ has 
F(D) = I .for all D e ~. 
2.  An  example for n = 5 
This section uses Theorem l(b) to prove 
Theorem 6. /x(5) = 4. 
Since /~(5)e{3,4}, ~;'e shall take m=2 in Theorem l(b) and construct a 
sequence E ~ . . . . .  E t3 from ~s such that {Ek}U{-E  ~} can be partitioned into 
dual subsets ~. and -% that satisfy Property P with y~3 F (Ek)<0 for all Fe~, .  
Then /x(5)>3 by Theorem l(b) and therefore /~(5)= 4. 
Fig. 1 shows the dual subsets % and -% that we 5ball use. The 10 D in % are 
labeled along th,e left side of the figure. 
Thus % = {A, B ~ . . . . .  -D  3} with A = (1, 1, -1 ,  - 1, -1 )  . . . . .  -D  3 = (1, 1,0, -1 ,  1). It 
is easily seen tha) e: eh of ~ and -% = {-A ,  -B  ~ . . . . .  D 3} satisfies Property P. The 
sequence from % i~ (--%) that we shall work with is 
(E  I . . . . .  E 13) =(A ,  B 1 , B 2, B 3 , C ~', C v-, C 3 , D l, D 2, D 3 , D 1 , D ~-, D3) .  
% 
A ! 1 -1  -1  
B ~ q -1  1 0 
B 2 0 -1  - !  1 
B 3 0 -1  0 -1 
C ~ -1  0 1 0 
C 2 -1 0 -1  1 
C 3 -1 0 0 -1  
-D  ~ 1 1 1 0 
-D  2 1 1 - I  1 
-D  3 1 1 0 -1 
- - -T  
-1  - I  -1  1 1 1 
-1 9 1 -1 0 1 
0 0 1 1 -1  0 
1 0 1 0 ! -1  
--1 1 0 - "  0 1 
0 1 0 ]. -1  0 
1 1 0 0 1 -1  
-1 -1  -1 -~. 0 1 
0 -1  -1  1 -1  0 
1 -1  -1  fl 1 -1  
Fig. 1. Each of ~' and -~ satisfies Property P. 
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Since - -B~> D k and - -Dk> B k for k = 1, 2, 3, it follows from monotonicity and 
duality that, for ;~ny F~ s, if one of F(B ~) and F(Dk~ equals 1 then the other 
must equal --1. For example, if F(Bk) = 1 then -1  =-F (Bk)=F( -Bk)>~ F(Dk).  
Since the same thing is true fer C k versus D k, we see that 
~ F(E~:)~<0 forever3: F~ ~. 
k=2 
Hence F(A)  = - ~ implies that w~3 F(E  ~) < 0 whenever F~ ~s or, more specific- 
ally, whenever F ~. ~.  
To show that ~ ~3 F(E~)< 0 for a!l F ~ ~,  it remains to consider cases for which 
F(A) ~{0, 1}. For these cases we shall write F~ symbolically as 
F= s(s~ . . . . .  sL  s:, . . . . .  s~,  s o . . . . .  s~ 
where each s i i; a linear system in ~ ot the form s(p~S,, . . . . .  psSs) with 
p~{0, 1 . . . .  } and Y~p~>0. The superscripts on the s i identify their signs at 
A=( l ,1 , - - l , - i , - l ) :  
sf (m)= I (j = 1 . . . . .  t), 
s f (A)=- I  (j=l . . . . .  u), 
s~i',A~ -: _~ (j = 1 . . . . .  r), 
SO p l - -p2>p3+p4+p5 for each s~; 
SO P3 + P4 "~ J ~ tl + P2 for each s~-; 
so p~+p2 =, a4+p5 for each s °. 
Possible combinations of sT. (E ~) values for a e { ~-~ - ,  u},  ,~ 2 ~ k ~ 13 are shown 
in Fig. 2. E~ch c~31umn represents a function in ~ that has been formed to the 
maximum advantage of trying to show that ~ F (Ek)<0 is false. For example, a 
column under s[ or s'~ could be uniformly -1,  but since this could only harm the 
chances of getting ~ F(E  k)>! 0 it and other similar columns have been omitted. 
Before contilming, " e shall explain the formation of columns 1, 4, 10 and 13 on 
Fig. 2 since these are prototypes of all 15 columns. Column 1 requires p~ +p2~ 
P3+P,~ ff 05- correspondlng to s[ or s °. Suppose si(B~) = 1 as in column 1. Fhen 
p3>p2+p5 since B~=(0 , -1 ,  I ,0~- I ) ,  and, by addition, p~>p, ,+2ps  so that 
~,~ ~nd s o s ;  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 11 12 13 14 15 
si(B ~) 1 -1  -1  1 1 -1  -1  -1  -1  1 1 - I  -'1 -1  1 
sj(B 2) - !  1 -1  l - i  1 - I  -1  - I  1 -1  1 -1  1 -1  
sj(B 3) -1 -1  1 --1 1 1 -1 -1  -1  -1  1 1 1 -1  -1  
s~(C ~) 1 - I  -1  -1  -1  -1  1 1 - I  t 1 -1  -1  -1  1 
s~(C 2) -1  1 - I  -1  -1  -1  1 -1  1 i -1  1 -1  1 -1  
s (C  3) -1 1 1 -1  -1  -1  -1 1 1 -1  1 1 1 -1  -1  
s1~D I) --I everywhere, except one (I --1 -1  1 l 1. -1  
r~iD z) per colum~l is possible -1  1 -1  1 -1  1 
si(D 3) under s ~] 1 --1 -1  -1  1 1 
Fig. 2. Combinations of functional values for systems in ~.  
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P~ + P., ~" P4 [i.e., sj(C ~) = - I] and p~ -t- p.t > P5 [i.e., sj(C3"l = - 1]. SimiLarly, s~ (C ~) = 
1 in column I implies sj(B 2) = sj(B 3) = - -~ And, with the pos.~ible xception oted 
for s 0, each si(D k) is - l  for column 1. For example, P t + [02 ~ P3 + [J,~. + P5 implies 
p~+p2+t~.3>Ps, or s j (D~)=- l .  [~f instead of si(Bt) = 1 we take si(B~)=O, or 
÷ ~ o allows {s (C  2) = 0, p3 = p2+pS, then sj again require~ si(C-)= sj(C3) -- -1  but sj 
s~(C a) =-1} or {sj(C ~) =-1 ,  sj(C 3) = 0}, so in all cases si(B I) ~0  implies s~(Bl)+ 
s~(C2)+s~(Ca)<~-I under s~ and sO.] 
Column 4 begins like column 1 with s~(B ~) = 1 but then segs s~(B 2) = 1 instead 
of sj(C ~) = 1. Similar to the above analysis, si(B 2) = 1 :~mplies i(C ~) = sj(C 3) = -1  
under s~/s °. Moreover, sj(B t) =si(B 2) = f implies s~(B~) = -1  regardless of the 
value of sj(A) since B~+B2+B3~-(O . . . . .  0). 
The lX:ter fact gives the si(B k) value,~ for coluran 10, where ,93 + P4 + P5 > Pl + P2 
for s~-..h~ this case si(Bl)=s~(B2) = 1 reqaires 1: >p3>O: with P2 "small"; then 
si(Ca)=--1 but suitable p~ values give sj(C~) = (C2) = 1; similarly, si(D ~) and 
si(D 2) must be -1  while it is possible "o have s L ~) = 1. Column ~_3 is based on 
s~(D 1) =-s~(D 2) = 1, which implies that p~> 03 .> p~ ~ ~aual to column 10) and leads 
to the - l  values showA in column 13. 
Returning now to A, suppose that F(A)  = 1. T1 ~n, since -A  > D '~ for k = 1, 2, 
3, each of F(E s) through F (E  t3) equalv -1  accor~ ag  to duality and monotonicity. 
Moreover, for F ~  as written e~r~ier, F (A)= 1 m~plies that ~> u. Since each s ;  
co!umn in Fig. 2 .~as two l 's  and four - l ' s  for B ~ thorugh C ~, whereas each s~- 
column has at most four l 's  and at least two - l ' s  in the: same rows, it follows that 
at least one of F(B t) through F(C=") is -1 .  Hence F(A) = 1 for F ~  implies that 
F (E  ~) = -.1 for at least seven of the 13 E ~, so that ~3 F(EU)<0.  
Finally, suppose that F(A) = 0 so that t :- u/> 0 and v ~ 0 with t + u + v ~ 1. 
Since F (A)=0 and -A>D ~, duality and moaotonicity imply F(D~')<~O for 
k = 1, 2, 3. Moreover, since either F(/3 ~) = F(C ~') = 0 for k = 1, 2, 3 (as with v = 0 
and t = u = 1, involving columns 3 and 10) or else at least one F(B ~) or F (C  k) is 
-1  (cf. precedi-g paragraph), the only way to violate ~ F (E~)<0 is to have 
F(D k) = 0 for one or more k. Suppose for definiteness, that F(D ~) = 0. ~Ihen, if 
t>0,  t=  u implies ~hat only columns 12, 13 and 14 on Fig. 2 can be used for s i . 
s~D ) and o columns, if ~ny. must have 0 for  ivi~r, over, with F (D~)=0,  all s~ 
hence s~(D2)=si(D~) =-1  as shown in cohlmns 16, 17 and lg of Fig. 3 for s °. 
These columns follow from the s~(D ~) values, s~(A)= 0 and the corresponding p~ 
expressions. 
The s ° columw; or Fig. 3 have been separated from the s ~ columns for the 
special case under cor~sideration. Continuing with F(A) = F(D ~) = 0, suppose first 
that t=0 and v>3 so that only columns 16 through 18 are present. Then 
F(E~) <0 sinc~ 
F(E 2) +. •. + F(E 7) = F(B ~)+" • • + F(C 3) < 0 
and 
F(E ~) +. . .  + F(E t3) = 2[F(D x) + F(D 2) + F(D3)] = -4 .  
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s~(B ~) 
s~(B 2) 
s~(a ~) 
s,(C') 
s,(C 2) 
s,(C ~) 
,-,(D') 
sr(D:) 
s~(D ~) 
1 2 3 
-1 1 -1 
-1  - I  1 
1 - I  -1 
-1  -1 
-1  ! 
ts ~, 
4 5 
1 1 - I  
1 -1  1 
-1 1 1 
-1  
-1  
6 7 8 
-1  
I 1 
1 - I  
- I  1 
i 1 
1 1 
-1  
-1  
13 14 16 17 18 
- I  - i  
- I  1 
1 -1 
- I  - !  
-1 1 
1 --I 
1 1 
i -1  
-1  1 
-1  -1  -1  
-1  0 - I  
1 1 0 
-1  -1  -1  
-1  -1 0 
! 0 l 
0 0 0 
--1 
Fig. 3. Specia~ case wi th  ~(A)  = F~ '~ ,. 
Conversely, if t>  0 and v = 0 then either 
(a) ~3F(Ekl =--2  if only column 13 or only column 14 is used from 
{12, 13, 14}, or 
(b) i~ ~ F(E k :, =-4  il column 12 or both of 13 and 14 are ased. 
Consider (a) fir,;t .an~ assume for definiteness that column 13 is used exclusively 
for s~ so that F(D~)= F(D 2) = 0 and F(D 3) =-  1. Then the only E ~ ~B ~ . . . . .  C 3} 
that can have F (E )= 1 are B 3 and C3~ and this can happen only if at least one s ;  
column that is ~Lmong the t used for F6~ has a 1 in it for row B :~ or C 3. But if 
.!::(B3) or F (C  3) equals 1 then at least three of the other F(B k) and F(C k) must be 
-1 .  Hence y7 F(E k) < 0 for (a). Suppose next that (b) holds. Then, in the interests 
of maximizing .~7 F(Ek), it ~s advar.~tageous to use only column 12 for the ts~. 
Then, with onl~ 12 present from Jtl2, 13, ]4}, if any one of the four F(E) for 
EE{BZ, B3, C 2, C 3} equals i ,  either F (B~)=- I  or F (C I )=- I  and therefore 
~i, 7 F(Ek)~<3 siilce F(B~)<~O and F(CI)<-O in any event. Thus ~3F(Ek)<0 
when (b) holds. 
Given F(A) = F(D 1) = 0, it remains to consider what happens when both t and 
are positive. I~ this case v > 0 require~ 3  F(E ~) = -4 ,  and F(B 1)= F(C ~) = _ 1 
regardless of hew the t s; are chosen. Therefore S~ 3 F(Ek)~<-2.  
3. A lemma fer n =4 
This section a~_d the next present two lemmas that will be needed later 
in our proof of ,~(6)= 4. In the present section we shall prove an extension of 
Lemma 14 for n =4.  For algebraic ccavenienee a linear representative system 
s(wlS1 . . . . .  w4S4) in 9¢ will be written as s(w) with w=~ w~Si. Then w(D)= 
wiDi, and s(aw+bw')~]  when s(w) s (w ' )~ 4 and a and b are positive 
integers. F(~) = 1 means that F(D) = 1 for all D E~.  
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Lemma 15. I f  Oc~c_~4 and ~ satisfies Property P, tilden there is ,an Fe~t~ of the 
form F= s(s(w 1) . . . . .  s(wN)) with w ~ = ~ l w~Si for j = 1 . . . . .  N such that F(~) = 
] and wi > 0 for all i and j. 
This supplements the conclusion of Lemma 4 with the condi.tion that every 
linear representative system used in F has a p :tive coefficient for each cff the 
four Si. To prove it we begin with an Fe~ f iat  has F(~) = 1, say 
F = 8(iOl $(w 1) . . . .  plS(wS)) (3.1) 
where each #t is a positive integer and no ~wo , w j) are identical. If J = 1 then 
s(wl)(~) = 1; therefore 
s(5w ~ + S~ + Sz + $3 + S4)(~) = 1 
and the proof is complete since 
s(Sw I -~ Sl -~ S2 + S3. ~ S4 ) ~ ~i~C ~,~. 
We. assume henceforth that J>  1. 
~n what follows we shall revise the right hand side of (3.1) in various wavs. 
Although each revision F' can give a different representative sy,;tet~: than F er 
previous revisions, all revisions will be in ~ and have F'(~) = 1. The first revision 
is 
G =: s(x~pl ~_s(Mw 1 + w2), x~ptp3s(Mw I + w 3) . . . . .  xlpl~Ois(Mw I + w J), 
xap2pts (Mw 2 + wt), x2p~p3$(Mw 2 + w 3) . . . . .  x2p2p js (Mw z + w J), 
xjpjpls(MwJ + w~), xjpjp2s(MwJ + w 2) . . . . .  xjpj#a_~s(Mw J + w~-~)) 
where M is very lm ge compared to the largest w~ and 
x~= l l  o j .  
Because M is large, s (Mw j + ;vk)(D)= s(wJ)(D) if wi(D)~ O, ancl in this event 
~ xjpipks( Mw ~ + wk )( D ) = x,oist w i )( D ) (3.2) 
k~-,j 
where 
x = (P2 + P3 +"  " "+ PJ)(P~ + P~ +"  " "+ PJ) 
x ( .p ,  +p2+p4 +"  • "+P..,) " • (Or +P2 +"  " "+P J - t ) -  
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On the other hand, if wJ(D)= 0, then 
xipjpk3(MwJ + wk)(D) = xjpj ~. ~(wk)(D) .  (3.3) 
k=]  k~ i 
Give~ D E ~, F(D)= 1 implies that the sum of the right hand sides of (3.2) over 
those j fo: which wJ(D)~ 0 is positive and that the right hand side of (3.3) is 
positive for every j for which w~(D)= 0. Therefore G(~)= 1. 
The purpose of forming G is to eliminate ce:'te~in types of linear systems fr~m 
further consideration. In particular, no v = Mw ~ + w ~ can be equivalent u:~der s to 
any of 
S1, $1+$2, $1+$2"$3, and 2St+S2 -$3, 
or to any similar expression obtained from a permutation on the index set 
{1, 2, 3, 4}. Since J>  1 and all w j are different under everj  M:.v j + w k in G must 
have positive coefficients for at least two S~. Henc~ *', A~s(,Vhv ~+w k) for all 
i~ k. Because M is very large, the only way to l'~ave s * $2) = s(Mw i + w k) is to 
have w~=aS~+aS2, then wk=bS~+bS2, but this g~; s(wJ~=s(wk). Similar 
remarks apply to S~+$2+$3 and to 2S~+S~+$3. 
Henceforth let G be written as F in the original format of (3.1) with J>  1 and 
no two s(w:) identical. By the preceding paragraph, if ~ in F does not have 
wl > 0 for all four i, then it must be equivalent under s to one of the following or 
to a similar expression obtained by permuting radices: 
2S1 + $2, 
aS~t3S2+2S~, a>3,  a~5,  
2S~+2S24c~, c>O,  c~{2,4}~ 
3Sl + 2S2 + $3. 
Without loss in genzrality I shall use these specific formg m,d refer to each in turn 
as  w t . 
Suppose first that wt=2S~+S2. If w~(D)#O for all D~,  then F on ~ is 
unchanged when w t is replaced by 3w1+53+$4. If w~(D)=0 for some D~@,  
then (D~, D2) = (0, 0) for these D and Property P must hold within their final two 
components. Then it is easily seen that either o---2,'~3+ 54 or o = Sa+ 2Sa gives 
v (D)>0 for all D~ for which w l (D)=0,  and when w t is replaced in F by 
4w~÷ v for the appropriate v we get F (~)= 1 after ~his replacement. 
Suppose next that w ~ = aS~ + 3S2 + 2S~ with a > 3 and a # 5. Then w t(D) = 0 ~f 
and only if (Dr, D~, D3)= (0, 0, 0), and in this case Property P requires D= 
(0, 0, 0, 1). Hence replacement of w t by 2w t + S~ will preserve F(~) = 1. 
For the third case suppose that w ~ =2S~+2S,,+eS3 with c>0 and c6{2,4} so 
that w~(D) = 0 if and only if (D~,/)2, D3) ~ {(0, 0, 0), (1, -1 ,  0), ( -1 ,  1, 0)}. In this 
case at least ot~e of 2S~+$4, 2S2+S~ aoJ S~+S2+S,, will give v(D)>-O for all D 
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with wl(D)= 0, and the addition of the appropriate v to 4w I in place of w ~ will 
preserve F(20)= 1. 
Finally, suppose w1=3S~+2S2+$3 so that w l (D)=0 if and only if 
(Ol,  D~, D3)¢ {(0, 0, 0), (1 , -1 , -1 ) ,  ( -1 ,  l ,  1)}. The fiaaal sentence of the preced- 
ing paragraph applies equally well to this case. 
The modificatious ila F indicated by the four preceding paragraph~,; can be made 
simultaneously fer the w ~ involved and yield F~ ~,  with F(20)= 1 and w~ > 0 for 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 for every w ~ involved in E 
4. Another  result for n = 5 
Since p.(5)=4, Theorem 2 implies that tl~er: is a non-empty sequence 
D 1 . . . . .  D n from 205 such that {D I . . . . .  D K} ',atlsfies Property P and every 
F ~  has ~-:=1 F(Dk) ~0,  In this section we s all prove that such a sequence 
must have D~ = 0 for at least one k for each i. 
l~.mma 16. I f  D 1 . . . . .  D K is a n m-empty finite sequence from ~!J~5 for which 
{D 1 . . . . .  D r~} satisfies Property P, and if some i~{1 . . . . .  5} has D~O for 
k = 1 . . . . .  K, then there is an F~5~ such that ~=1 F(Dk) >0- 
The following lemma, which mimics Lemma 11 for n = 3, ~s an immediate 
consequence of Lemmas 5 and 16. 
Lemma 17. If  ~:20c_20~, @ satisfies Property P, and some i c-{1 . . . . .  5} has D~ ~ 0 
for all D~20, then some F ~  has F(N)= 1. 
In proving Lernm, t6 we shall assume that {D 1 . . . . .  DK}~_~5 satisfie:; Property 
P with K~I  and tbat D~s{1, - -1} for all k. Each D k that has D~=I  will be 
referred te as an A row; each D ~ that has D~ = -1  wiil be referred to as a B row. 
For conveniet~ce we shall let A and B ..espectively denote the numb,:r of A rows 
and the uumber of t~ rows so that A ~-B = K. 
Contrary to the conclusion of Lemmc 16 we shall suppose that ~'k 1(Da) ~0 for 
every F~ ~ and pr~,ceed to a contradiction. This supposition requires A ~ B, for 
otherwise S~ e ~ w:ll give ~k SI(D k) = A -- E, > O. 
Our proof by contradiction has two main stages. In the first we sh~:ll prove with 
the aid of [.emma 1 1 that certain type ~, of A rows and B rows cann,,~t be present 
in {D ~ . . . . .  DK}. The second stage th :n uses Lemma 11 further to eliminate all 
other types of A and B rows, thus le.,ding to the contradictory conclusion that 
K=0.  
The A and B rows that will be eli~ninated in the first stage are enumerated as 
follows: 
I. Any A or B row with four - l ' s ;  
II. Any .4 row ~¢ith three - l ' s  and one 0; 
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IlI. Any B row with three - l ' s  and one 0; 
IV. Any A row with three - l ' s  and no O's; 
V. Any B row with three - l ' s  and no O's 
We considel- these in turn. 
1. If some row has D~ = 1 and the other four D~ = -1 ,  then Property P implies 
that D~ ~-'0 for all k. Therefore L S~(Dk) >0- 
lI. If some A row is (1 ,0 , -1 , -1 ,  -1),  then every B row must have D~ = 1 by 
Property P. Since B ~> A, F = s(2S2, Sl) gives ~ F(D k) > O. 
III. Suppose some B row is D = ( -1,  -1 ,  -1 ,  0, 1). Then Property P implies for 
all k that D~ = 1 or D~ = 1 or (D~, D~)~{(0, 0), ( -1,  0)}. Lemma 11 implies that 
some F = s(plSl, P2S2, 103S3) has F(D k) = 1 whenever (D4 k, D~)e{(0, 0), ( -1 ,  0)}. 
Then 
F, = s(pl 5~, p2S2, p3S3, (/91 + P2 + P3)SS) 
gives F~(D ~) = I whenever D~ = 1 or (D~, D~)~ {(0, ~, 1, 0)}. In addition, F? = 
s(2S4, S~) gives Fz(D) = 1 whenever D~ = 1 or (D4 k, L,~' ~0, 1). Therefore, since 
Ft and Fh "cover" all D k, and since F~(D)= I~(D)= I, L Ft (Dt )+~ F2(Dk) > O. 
Therefore either ~ F~(D k) or Y. F=(D k) must be positive. 
IV. Suppose some A rc~w is (1, 1, - I ,  -1 ,  -1).  Then all A and B rows can be 
partitioned according to their first two components as follows: 
DI D2 
A~ 1 1 A=At+A2+A 3 
A 2 1 0 A I>0 
m 3 1 -1  
81 -1 0 B = BI + B 2 
B2 -1 1 B>~A. 
Consider the pattern 
1 0 -1  
(*) -1  1 0 
0 -1  1 
within the last three components (D~, D4,k Ds).k It follows from the proof of 
Lemma 12 in [1] that if the (*) pattern does not hold for any choice of three Bt 
rows [and its dual or negative does not hold for any choice of three B1 cows] then 
some F = $(p:~$3, p, S4, psSs)  has F = 1 for all B1 rows. Then 
G = 8((03 + ~4 + ~5 + 1)S2, p3S3, p4S4,10555) 
will have G= 1 for all A~ rows and all B rows so that ~ G(Dk)>0.  
Henceforth for case IV assume that (*) holds for the final three components of
three B~ rows. Then, by Property P, the. final three components of ,~very other B~ 
row must be ~> one of the rows in (*), and the final three components of all Az 
and m 3 rows  must be t> one of the rows in (*) except hat (0, 0, 0) could end an 
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A t 1 1 
A,tj 1 0 0 0 0 
A2~ 1 0 1 0 - I  
A~_, 1 0 -- I 1 0 
A23 1 0 0 -1 1 
A~o I - 1 0 0 0 
A3~ 1 -1 1 0 l 
A32 1 - I  -1 l o 
A33 1 - 1 1 - 1 
Bli - !  0 1 0 ' "1 (*) in final 
Bj2 -1 0 - !  1 0 ~.~ three components 
BI3 -1 0 0 -1 1 
B 2 -1  i 
Fig. 4. A partition for c, ~ IV. 
A 2 or A 3 row. Now suppose that the (*) pattern does not hold for any choice of 
three A3 rows and, for definiteness, uppose no A3 row ends in (0, -1 ,  1). Then 
the A2, A3 and Bt rows can be further partit ioned as shown m Fig. 4 with the 
understanding that various row types can contain rows whose final three compo-  
nents are /> the ones shown. To aveid the conclusion of Lemnla 16 we require 
A~<½K with F= St, 
A2o+A21+A22+A3+B~l+lBI2<~½K with F=s(Sb3S~,4S4,2Ss) ,  
Al+A.~o+A21+A23+B-l+B13+B2<~½K with F=s(SI ,8S2,4S3,2Ss),  
At+A2o+A22+A23+B~2+B13+B2~½K with F=s(S~,8S2,2S4,4Ss).  
Addition of these four inequalities gives A~+A2o+A2+2A+2B~2K= 
2(A + B), which in.plie, that A t  = 0. But A~ = 0 contradicts the initial sentence of 
case IV. 
t tenceforth for case IV assume that (*) holds for the final three components  of 
three Aa rows. '£hen, in addition to the first two sentences of the preceding 
paragraph, Property P implies that, with the exception of (0, 13, 0), the final three 
components of every B2 row must be ~ one of the rows in (*). With proper 
account taken of possible combinat ions of (O, 0, 0) at the ends of A2, A3 and B2 
rows, it follows from Lemma 12 in [1] that some F ~  has F= 1 for at least 
two-thirds of the A2, A3, B1 and / : ,  rows, which requires 
~(A2 + Aa + BI + B2)<~K. 
Moreover, some F= s(p3S3, p4S.. #sSs) has F = 1 on at least two-thirds of the A~ 
and B~ rows, excepting the A2 rows that end in (0, 0 0), and therefore 
G = s(St. 4(pa + 6~4 + p5)$2, 2paSa, 204S4. 205S0 
has G = 1 on at least two-thirds of A2-t- B 1 plus all of At  and B2, which requires 
2(A2 + B~) + AI  + B2<~½K. 
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When this inequality is added to its predecessor we get A 3 ~ A 2 + Bj + 2B2, hence 
A3~B. But since B~A this implies that A~ =0. which again contradicts the 
opening sentence of case IV. 
V. Suppose some B row is ( -1 , -1 , -1 ,  1, 1). A key factor in this case is 
whether A rows of the form (1,x,y, 0 , -1 )  and (1, x, y, -1 ,  0) with (x,y)E 
{(0, -1) , ( -  1,0)} are present. We shall assume fir.~t that at most one of these 
two forms is present as an A row, say ( l~x,y , -1 ,0) .  Then let F~= 
s(Sl, 2S2, 2S3, 6S4), let F= s(p~Sl, P2S2, p3S3) be such that (by Lemma 11) every 
A or B row whose final two c~3mponents are (0,0), ( ~. ~ or (0,-~0 has F= I, 
and let 
F2 = $(PlSI, p2S2, p3S3. (Pl + P2 + P3 + I)S5). 
Clearly F~ = F2 = 1 at 'he or~ginai B row ( -1 , -1 , -1 ,  t, :' and we claim tilat 
either F~ = 1 or F2 = 1 for every A and B row. By construction, the only possible 
rows in which neither F~ nor I::2 equals 1 mu~t end in (0, -1) .  Any B row that 
end~ this way must have (1, 0), (0, 1) or (1, 1) ~s (D2, D3) in view of Property P 
and ease 111, and hence will have F~=I .  Since (1, x,y, 0 , -1 )ve i th  (x,y)~ 
{(0,- 1), (-1,0)} is not a~, A row by hypothesis, it follows also that all A rows that 
end in (0 , -1)  have F~ :: i. Hence Y~ F~(Dk)+~. F2(D~)~0, so that ~ F~(D ~) or 
7_ F~(D k) is positive. 
Now su!-;)ose that both ( l ,x,  y, 0 , - l )  and (1, x, y , -1 ,0 )  with (x, y) ~ {(0, -1),  
(-1, 0)} arc among the A rows. We consider first the case in which one row of 
each type has the same (x, y) pa~tern, say (x, y)= (0, -1"~, so that we have 
original B row: -1 -1  -1  1 1, 
rowAl :  1 0 - I  0 -.1~ 
rowA2:  1 0 -1  -1  0. 
Let F = s(3S2, 2S4, 2S5). By Property P, if a B row does not have a 1 as/)2,  then 
it mast have D4 = D5 --- 1, and no row can have (D4, Ds) = (-1,  -1).  Hence F= 1 
for every B row. But then we need B ~< A to avoid the conclusion of Lemma 16, 
and with G = s(3S~, 2S4, 2S5) we get G = 1 for ,~11 A rows and for the original B 
row. Hence either ~ F (Dk)>0 or ~ G(Dk)>0.  
Fina!ly, suppose we have the mixed (x, y) pattern shown by 
original B row: -1  -1  -1  1 1, 
rowAl :  1 O -1  0 -1 ,  
rowA3:  1 -1 0 - I  0. 
Let F~ = s(2S2, 3S3~ 4S4, 4S5) and F2 -~ s(3S2, 2S~, 4S4, 4Ss). By Property P, every 
B row must have at least two l 's and the only B rows that do not give F~ = 1 are 
(-1,  1, -1 ,  -1 ,  1) for F~ and ( -1 , - I ,  1, 1 , - | )  for/:2. Both these rows cannot be 
present, since they jointly violate Property P. Hence either F~ = 1 for all B rows or 
F2 = 1 for aH B rows. This forces B~A.  But then G=s(3S~,2S4,2Ss) gives 
G(Dk)>O. 
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This completes the first stage of our cont,:adiction proof of Lemma 16. 
Continuing under the supposition thal every F ~ has ~k F(Dk)  ~<0, t~et or, /3 
and 3' be respectively the numbers of l 's,  ~ arLd - l ' s  in the final four 
components of a D k. The (a,/3, 3') ruled out by .':~re~lgh V are (0, 0, 4), (0, 1, 3) 
and (1 ,0 ,3)  for A rows, and (1 ,0 ,3) ,  (1,1,2~ md (2,0 ,2)  for B rows. tn 
addition, Property P :e luires a ~> 1 for every B roy The remaining (a, ~. 2,) ~re 
as follows: 
(a,/3, 3') no. A rows no. B rows (~t,/3, y) no. / ,  rows no. B rows 
(0, 2, 2) x~ 0 (2, 0, 2) x 6 0 
(0, 3, 1) x2 0 (2, 1, 1) x7 y7 
(1, 1, 2) x3 ~ (2, 2, 0) xs Y~ 
(1, 2, 1) x~ Y4 (3, 0, 1) x9 Y~, 
(1, 3, 0) x5 y~ (3.1,0) x~(. y. ,  
(4, 0.0) x~ ~ Y t~ 
Consider any pair of components in {2, 3, 4, 5L say (2, 3) for definiteness. By 
Lemma 11, all D ~: with (D~,D3k)~{(0,0),t0,  -1)} have F(D ~)= 1 for some 
F = $(plS1, p4S4, psS-~), and all D ~ with (D~, D~)e{(0,  0), ( - t ,  0)} have G(D k) = 1 
for some G = s(wlS; ,  w4S4, w5S5). Let 
and 
so that 
F '  = s (Or St, (0t + P4 -1- 05 "~- 1)52~ p454,1°5S5) 
G'= s(w~S~, (wl + w4+ w_~ ~- 1)83, w:S,, wsS0, 
F'(D k) = 1 when (D2 k, Dk~-{(0,  0), (0 -- l 'h (1, 1), (1, 0), (1. --1)}. 
G'(D ~) = 1 when (D~, D3 ~) -{(0, 0), ( -1 ,  0), (1, 1), (0, 1), ( -1 ,  1)}. 
Let n i be the number  of k E{t . . . . .  K} ~or which (D2 k, D~) =-(j, j). Then, accord- 
ing to F' and G', our continuing suppo,,fition implies that n_~ >~ no +n~; otherwise 
either ~ F ' (Dk)>0 er ~ G ' (DU)>0.  
Since n_ t~ > no+ nl holds regardless of which pair i,~ used from {2, 3, 4, 5}, the 
sum 31. n_l over al! six ways of choosing (a, b) with a <: b from {2, 3, 4, 5} faust be 
as great as the corresponding ~ (no+ ~) .  From the previ~,,ls (~, ~, 3') array we 
obtain 
E n_ l  ~-- ~1 q- x3-~- x6, 
(no + n 1) = x l + 3x-, + (•4 "~ )/4' q- 3(x5 + Ys) + x6 + (x7 + YT) ~- 2 (xs + ~'s) 
+ 3(x9 4" Y9) + 3(x~.~-t- Yl0) q" 6(xi1 _u y~ 1)- 
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Therefore 
x~>~(3x2 + x4 + 3xs + xT + 2xs + 3Xg + 3Xto +6X~l) 
+ B + (2y5 + ys+ 2y9+ 2ytO+5yll  L
Since A = ~ xi and we require B/> A, it follows that all x~ except x3 must equal 
zero, all yj except Y4 and Y7 must equal zero, and A = x3 = Ya + Y7 =-- B. Hence all 
A rows must have exactly one 0 and two - l ' s ;  all B rows must have either one 1 
and two O's or two l 's and one 0. 
Given A = x3 = Y4 + Y7 = B, suppose y7>0 and for definiteness let ( -1 ,  1, 1, 
0 , -1 )  be a Y7 row. By Property P, the dual row (1 , -1 , -1 ,0 ,  1) cannot be an x3 
row. Then with F = s(9S1, 2S2, 5S3, 5S4) it is ea:3y checked that F= 1 for every 
x3 row and for the given Y7 row. Hence ~ F (Dk)>0,  and our supposition that 
Lemma 16 fails therefore requires Y7 = 0. This leaves us with A = x3 = Y4 = B. In 
addition, i1~ = 0 for every pair of components from {2, 3, 4, 5} and for each such 
pair we have n_~ = n0. That is, there is a one-one correspondence between x3 
rows and Y4 rows such that the two - l ' s  in an x 3 row occupy the same positions as 
the two 0"s in the corresponding Y4 row. 
Since K>0 requires y4>0, suppose for definitenes: "r - '  ( -1 ,  0, 0, 1, -1 )  is a y, 
row. By Property P, (1 ,0 , -1 , -1 ,  1) and (1 . -1 ,0 ,  l) canno~ be x3 rows. 
Then, with F~ = s(7S~, 2S=, 4S3,854)  and F 2 = s(7S~, 4 :2  ' ¢3, 8S4), F~ = 1 for the 
given Y4 row for both j, F~ = ! for all feasible x3 rows exce: .  (1, 1, -1 ,  -1 ,0 ) ,  and 
F2 = '~ for all feasible x3 rows except (1, -1 ,  1, -1 ,  0). Hence to avoid ~ Fi(Dk) > 
0 for j=  1 or j=2 ,  both (!, 1 , -1 , -1 ,0 )  and (1 , -1 ,  1 , - l ,0 )  must be x3 rows. 
Given the Y4 row ( -  !~ 0.0, 1, -1)~ no = n_l on the second and third components 
requires either (1 , - I , -1 ,  1, 0) or (1 , -1 . -1 ,  0, 1) to be an x3 row. Suppose that 
the first of these is an x3 row. Then Pro l3erty P forbids the presence of 
( -1 ,  0, 1,--1, 0) and ( -1 ,  1, 0, -1 ,  0) as Ya rows; moreover, the two x3 rows at the 
end of ~he preceding paragraph forbid 
( -1 , -1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ) ,  ( -1 , -1 ,0 ,1 ,0 ) ,  ( -1 ,1 , -1 ,0 ,0 )  and ( -1 ,0 , -1 ,1 ,0 )  
from being Y4 rows. Therefore no Y4 row ends in 0 ~nd, because no = n_~ for 
component 5 in conjunction with any component in {2.3, 4}, no x3 row end~ in 
-1 .  But then F= s(S~, 2S~) gives ~ F (Dk)>0 unless every Ya row ends in -1 ,  and 
if ever 3, y~ row ends ~n - 1 then G = s(S2, S~, 3S4) has G = 1 for every Y4 row and 
for the x3 row (1, -1, - - -1,  1,0) so that ~ G(D~)>0.  Hence ( -1 ,  0,0, 1 , -1 )  ~s a 
Y4 row forbids (1 , -1 , -1 ,  1,0) as an x3 row and forces ( i , -1 , -1 ,0 ,  1) to be an 
x3 row. In other words, the previously noted one-one correspondence b tweert x3 
rows and Y4 rows i~ such that if D is an x3 row and E is its Y4 correspondent then, 
for all i~{1 . . . .  ,5}, 
D,= lC~E, . . . .  1; D,=OC:#E,= I; D,=- lC:~E,  =O. (4.1) 
Again for definiteness let ( -1 ,  0,0, 1 , -1 )  be a Y4 row. The conclusion of the 
preccdine paragraph requires D = (1, 1, -1 ,  -1 ,  0) and D" (1, -1 ,  1, -1 ,  0) to be 
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x~ rows. Then (4.1) applied to D says that E = ( -1 , -1 ,  0, 0, 1) is a Y4 row. The 
method of the preceding paragraph applied to E implies that (1, 0, 1 , - -1 , -1 )  is 
an x3 row, in which case (4.1) says that E '= ( -1 ,  1, - - i ,  0, q) is a Y4 ro~. But D '  
and E'  v~olate Property P. This forces Y4 tc be zero and hence forces K =-" 0, which 
contxadicts our assumption that K is positive. Therefore some F ~  raust have 
~ F(Dk)>O.  
5. A prooti el /z(6)=4 
We shall now use Lemmas 15 and 17 olong ith results from [1] to prove 
Theorem 7. t~(6) = 4. 
It was shown in [1] that ~ (6)~ {4, 5}. By Theor-~r~ '? for (n, m)= (6, 21, p.(6) = 4 
if every non-empty sequei~ce D ~ . . . .  , D x fro l 5~6 for which {D x . . . .  ~ D K} 
satisfies Property P has ~k F(Dk) >0 for some ~ ~, i  6. To the contrary we shall 
suppose ~ha~ D ~ . . . . .  D K is a non-empty sequence ~rom ~6 for which 
{D L . . . . .  D K} satisfies Property P and for which 
K 
~. F(Dk)<~O for every F~'~ 6, (5.1~ 
k=l  
and then derive a contra,liction. 
Suppose henceforth that (5.1) holds and partitio~ d~e D k according to their filst 
two components as shown on the left of Fig. 5 where 
a = I{k : (D~,  O~)  = (1,  1)}1 . . . . .  ~ = i{,~ : (D~,  .D~) = (-  ~, ~1,  
and K = a + b +" ' • + h + i. Each Fj on the right of the figure is an F ~ !~ that has 
F= 1 for all rows warked accordingly. ~Iqaeir constructions are as follows: 
F~. By Lemma 14 let F ~  use only components 3 through 6 and have F:= 1 
for rows b and d. Th :se rows have no l 's  under D~ and D,  and hence ::nust satisfy 
DI D2 Fl F2 F3 F4 
a l 1 
b 0 0 
c -1  -1  
d 0 -1  
e -1  0 
f 1 0 
g 1 -1 
h 0 l 
i --1 1 
1 1 
l t 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
Fig. 5. Special functions in ~.  
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Property P within the last four components.  Now insert MS~ within every inner 
s ( "  ") or weighted l inear function used in F and call the mo(fified function Ft. 
With M sufficiently large, F~ = 1 o~" rows a, b, d,/" and g. 
F2. This is formed like F~ with the roles of D~ and D2 interchanged. 
F 3. Since there are no l 's under D~ in rows c, d, h and i, Property P holds for 
these rows within the last five components.  Since these four rows have only l 's  
and - l ' s  under D> Lemma t7 implies that some F~6. ,  which does not involve 
S~ has F3 = 1 for the noted rows. 
F4. This is formed like F3 with the roles of D~ and D2 interchanged. 
Togethe,, (5.1) and Fig. 5 require 
a+b+d+f+g<~½K (F,), 
a+b+e+h+i~½K (F2), 
c+d+h+i<~½K (F3), 
c+e+[+g<~½K (F4). 
When these four inequalities are added, we get a total o~ . ,~n both sides. Hence 
all four <~ are in fact =. The resultant four equalities imF~: that 
a + b = c, (5.2) 
d :: e. (5.3) 
[+  g = h + i. (5.4) 
Since any two componer~ts other than 1 and 2 could have been used for the key 
compoeents in Fig. 5, these three equalities must hold for every pair oi compo- 
nents. The actual values of a through i can of course depend on the component 
pair that is used. 
Let c~, /3 and 3' be respectively the numbers of l 's, 0's and - l ' s  in the six 
components of a D e ~6. As in the preceding section we shall prove that various 
(c~,/3, yl with 0 ' .+/3+3,=6 cannot apply to any D k used in (5,1). By Property P, 
every (0,/3, 6 -  B) is excluded. Given ~ >~ 1, the (c~,/3, y) cases considered next are 
1. y=0;  
II. (a,/3, 1) with /3~>1; 
1II. (5, 0, 1); 
IV. - t=2.  
The D ~: used for some cases will be arranged to take advantage of the specific use 
of components 1 and 2 in the preceding analysis with Fig. 5. 
I. D ~ with (,a, 6-~, 0) must be in some row in Fig. 5 that has no 1 beneath some 
~. This Fj can be modified slightly if necessary to give Fj(Dk) = 1 without 
violating F, ~_~ and F~ = 1 in the rows marked on the figme. But then F i violates 
(5.1). 
II. Let D k begin with ( -  1, 0) so that D k is in row e with D~ e {0, 1} for j = 3, 4. 
5, 6 and D~ = 1 for some ./. By cor~strtmtion, F.~ does not involve &. Then F'a can 
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be modified slightly on Sz through $6 if necessary to give F3(Dk) = 1 and the 
modified F3 ~ ~ without violating F3 = 1 in the rows marked on the figur'e, i.e. c, 
d, h and i. Since c+d+h+i=½K,  the modified F3 violates (5.1). 
IIL For (a,/3, 31) = (5, 0, I) let I) k = ( -1 ,  1, 1, t, 1, 1). Since D k ~ D fear every 
D in rows c and e, tf c+e>0 then m~notonicity implies that F4(D~)= ~ which 
will violate (5. l) since c + e +f  + g = ~i'~. Hence the presence of D k fo:rces ': = e :-- 
0 which, by (5.2) and (5.3) also ~.,,ives a = b ~ d = 0. Then (5.4) alon~ with 
s(2S~, $2) and s(S~, 2S2) shows that (5.1) will b- violaled unless f=  h=8.  This 
leaves g = i = ½1~. By Property P every g row m~ have a 0 or 1 in its last fou~ 
components. Therefore F=s(7S1.2S3 ,  2S4, 2S5, ..S, } [~ves F-"  1 on g along with 
F(Dk) = 1. Since D ~ is an i row, F violates (5.1). 
IV. With 31 = 2 let E ~ = ( -  1, - 1, a l 's,  4 -  a 0's3 f ' ,  ~ = 1, 2, 3~ 4. Each E" is a 
c row in Fig. 5. We now construct an F~ type funct ~n ,G~ ~ 9~ 6 for each a thz:t has 
G,~(E") = 1 along with G,  = 1 for rows a, b. d, f ~, d ~. Since the latter five rows 
sum to ½K, G~ violates (5.1) for each a. This is the poil~t in our proof of Theorem 
7 where the strengthening of Lemma ~4 that was proved in Section 3 will be used. 
Rows b and d in Fig. 5 have no l 's  under D,. and D2. Assume for now 
that b+d>O. Then, by Lemma 15, there is an F ~  of the form F= 
s(s(w ~) . . . . .  S(WN)) such rhat F does not use S~ and $2, wl (coetlici,ent of S)  is 
positive for all i ~ {3~ 4.5,  6} and all ] ~ {1 . . . . .  N}, and F = 1 on b ~lcl d. Because 
of the positivity of the w~ for i I>3, s(w~)(E '~) = 1 for a l l /  and c~. Now let 
Gt = s( (13N+ 7)Sl, 2S3, 2s($3, $4), 2s(S:~, S s), 
2s(S~, $6), 13s(w 1) . . . . .  13s(w"~)), 
G2 = s((13N+ 11)$1, 2S3, 2S~, 2s($3, $5),2s($3, S~,),2s(Sz, S~). 
2s(S,, <,), 13s(w 1) . . . . .  13s(wN)), 
G_~ = s((13N-" 11)S1, 2Sz, 254, 2S~, 2S($3, S,~), 2s(S~, $6), 
2s(Ss, $6), 13s(w ~) . . . . .  13s(w~)), 
G 4 = s((13N.:-7)S~, 25:3, 2S4, 2S5, 2S6, 13s(w ~) . . . . .  13s(w~)). 
Since the analyses of these foar cases are similar, I shall explain e~ = 2 only. With 
E 2 = ( -  1, - I, 1, 1, 0, 0L Ga(E 2) = 1 sinc~ the net score for E 2 within the outer s 
of G2 is - ( t3N+l l )~(2+2+2+2+2-~ 2)+13N= 1. Since rows b and d have 
O's for D~ along with F = 1, the net scores for these rows within the outer s of G2 
must be at least - (2+2+2+2+2+2)+t3= 1. Hence G~= 1 for rows b and d. 
By Property P and the presence of ro~ E'-, every a, f and g row must have at 
least one 0 or 1 in compo~'~ents 3 and 4 .,r at least one l in components 5 and 6. 
Hence at least one of the six inner t~rms in G2 with multiplier 2 must be 
non-negative. Since D~ = 1 for rows a, / '  and g, their net score:~ within the outer s 
of G2 must be at leas~ (13N+ 11) -10-13N= 1. Hence .2~2 = 1 for these rows. 
If it should happen that b + d = 0, the preceding anal3'sis gives the desired result 
when N = 0 and the s(w -~) are removed from the G,. this completes our proofs for 
I through IV. 
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Having eliminated all D for which 3~<2 ,-ram candidacy in {D t . . . . .  DK}~ we 
are left with the following (a,/3, 3') patterns for the D k : 
x~ D k of type (1,2,3),  
x2 D ~ of type (Z 1,3L 
xa D k ol type (3,0,3)  
x~ i )  ~ of type (1, 1,4), 
xs 1) k of type (2,0,4),  
x6 D k of type (1~0,5), 
with K=x~+. . .+x~, .  Since (5.2) holds for each pair of components from 
{l . . . . .  6}, the sum ~_,(a+b) over the 15 component pairs must equal the 
corresponding ~ c. Since 
(a+ b)= x~ + x2+ 3x3+ x5 
and 
c = 3x~ + 3x2 + 3Xs + 6x~ + 6xs + 10x6, 
(a + b) = 5: c implies that 2xt + 2x2 + 6x4 + 5xs + 10x6 = 0, hence that xa := K. 
Thus every D ~ has three l 's  and three - l ' s  and, to satisfy (5.1), we mL, st have 
k_  = =- I} I=½K for j= '  . . . .  6. [{k : Dj - l}l I{k : D~ 
For definiteness let D~ =-1  for k = 1 . . . . .  ½K with i " • *= 1. Then these ½K+ 1 
rows satisfy Property P witbin components 2 throug, and, since D~ is never 
zero, Lemma 17 implies that some Fe~Z 6 that does r~ ~:: e S, has F= 1 f(,r the 
½K+I  rows. Therefore (5.1) requires K=0 and the t,~ ,ired contradiction is 
e~tablished. 
6. Larger values of n 
The result in [1], that k , (n)~ < n -1 ,  can be improved slightly as follows. 
Theorem 8. tz(n)~ < n - 2 for ever) integer n ~6,  
This theorem is an ~mmediate consequence of Theorem 2 and 
Le~ua:~ ~8. I f  n >~ 6 and if D 1 . . . . .  D K is a non-empty finite sequence from 5~. for 
which ~L '~ . . . .  D:<! satisfies Property P, then there is an Fe~_~ such that 
Ek FU ;~) ;~ ti. 
Lemma 18 is true at n = 6 by the proof of Theorem 7. Proceeding by induction 
suppose n~>7 and Lemma 18 is true at n -1 .  To show that it is true at n let 
D ~ . . . .  , D K from 9 ,  satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma, and let 
a ,= l{k :D~=l}[ ,  b ,=i{k:D~=O}l ,  c, =l{k:D~ =-1}t  
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with a~ + b~ + q = K for i = 1 . . . .  , n. Consider the first ( 3mponent  as a poil~t of 
reference. Since the bt and cl rows have D~0,  Lemma 18 for n -1  in 
conjunction with Lemma 5 implies that there is an Fe~?._5~+~ which does not 
involve St for which F= i on all 01 and ct rows. When MSt with large M is 
factored into F, we get Ge~-4  for which G = 1 on all a~ and bt rows. Hence if 
either at + th > ½K or bl + c~ > ½K then we have eithe'.r ~ F(D k) > 0 or ~ G(D k) > 
0 as desired for the conclusion of Lemma 18. Suppose then that the conclusiot~ 
cannot be establ ished in this way for any i so thai a~ + b~ ~<½K atxd ~ +c~ ~½K for 
i = 1 . . . . .  ~r. Then b~ = 0 and a~ = c~ = ½K for all i. For definiteness let D k = - 1 for 
k = 1 . . . .  ,~Kt and D~ ~-+t= 1. Then Property P l~olds within th,~ final n -1  
componenls  of these ½K + 1 tows and, by Lemma 18 for n - 1 in coniunct ion with 
Lemma 5 we get tt~9~,_4 for which H= 1 ,m these rows so that H give,,; 
H(Dk)>O. 
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